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Beauty
 
Beauty's a word
With ambiguity
Conjuring images of vivid shades
 
But beauty to me
Is flourescent
Shining
From inside of the transparent,
simple box
 
Inverting people's glances
Simplicity is its choice
But think INSIDE the box
It full of complicated wires and cables
Revealing a high level of sophiscation
 
Look-
How it lights up everyone's faces
Bright with beauty.
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Discrimination Here's You Come And Go
 
Discrimination’s like a snake
Its teeth in poisoned prejudice,
Causing ache
 
Discrimination abolished all warmth and spirit
And returned with a new hate
Relishing its pain brought
Never thought of halt
 
Hey
Discrimination’s the new law
Stony and steel and
Square without feelings
Like window frames
Of the Hall
In court
 
I wonder where the White’s Purity all gone.
 
Tears and Fears
Now the norm
In the name
Of discrimination
 
now
Gladly Discrimination has gone
Kicked out hard,
square and fair
 
Yet-
It left a hole
In everyone’s hearts.
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Nature's Sorrow
 
The soft sandgrains on the beach.
Pressed against my feet.
I feel nature.
I feel its touch,
its warmth.
It covers me like a cocoon,
Like I belong,
To nature too.
 
But I looked from head to toe-
The extravagant clothes and jewellery
And at-
the floating plastics on the sea enjoying
a great ride at nature's expense
 
Do we belong to nature,
Or-
Do they belong to us?
 
Just at that time,
Nature cried,
Its tears drenching me of remorse.
 
I cried too,
Hot tears mixing with the cold, acidic rain.
But nature couldn't see me,
Enveloped among the dark clouds,
Crying its heart out.
Yet I hope,
Among the skies,
that it could least feel it.
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